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LOCK. ' 

I Application ?led March 6, 

To all whom‘ it may concern: 
Be it known that I, GioAcciirNo 

a subject of the King of Italy, residing at 
Rochester, in the county of‘ Beaver and 

5 State of Pennsylvania, have invented cer— 
tain, new and useful Improvements in Locks, 
of which the following is a speci?cation. ‘ 

This invention relates to certain new and 
useful improvements in locks and has‘ par 

10 ticular reference to a lock of‘ the sliding 
bolt type wherein a journaled wheel hav 
ing gear teeth upon a portion of the peri-i 
phery thereof is associated with rack teeth‘ 
upon the lower edge of the sliding bolt with ‘ 
means for rotating the disk to retract the 
bolt. ' ' l ‘ 

A primary object of the invention resides 
in the provision of a, lock of the type above 
set forth wherein " an independently rota 
table ratchet wheel is employed for prevent 
ing access to a bolt retracting disk until said 
ratchet wheel is rotated to ‘uncover a key 
opening in said disk. -' 
A further object of the invention is‘ the 

provision of keys and key holes of different 
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formation for preventing unauthorized tan-L, 
pering with said lock. , 

WVith the above and other objects in view 
as the nature of the invention is better un 
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combination and arrangement of parts here 
inafter more fully described, shown in the 
accompanying drawing and claimed. 
In the drawing, wherein like reference 

characters designate corresponding parts 
throughout the several views, ‘ 

Figure 1 is a plan view of a lock con— 
structed in accordance with the present in 
vention, the cover plate therefor being re 
moved and showing the sliding and ten 
sioned lock bolt and the operating means 
for retracting the same, 
Figure 2 is a longitudinal sectional View 

taken/on line 11-11 of Fig. 1 showing the 
key for operating the lock in engagement 
with the ratchet wheel and disengaged from 
the disk that retracts the bolt, ‘ ; 

Figure 3 is a detail sectional view show~ 
ing the key forming an interlocking con 
nection between the ratchet wheel and the 
bolt operating disk, ‘ 

Figure 4 shows a series of face plates or 
covers for the lock casing with different 
con?gurations of key openings7 and 
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derstood, the same consists of the novel form, , 

1923. Serial no, 523,175. 

,Figure 5 shows different forms‘of‘pin 
carried'by the key. ‘ 

1deferring more in detail to 'thefaccom~:v 
panying drawing, there is illustrated a. lock 
embodying a casing that ‘includes a bottom ‘ 

7 60 wall 1, side and end'walls 2 and a removi 
able cover wall or plate 8 havmg a key re 
ceiving opening ét therein as shown in Figs 
2 and the key opening being of VéLI‘lOllS 
forms ‘as shown at 4* in Fig. 11, the end 
'walls 2:1 of the look casing constituting'the 
face plate and having an opening therein to 
permit projection of the'sliding bolt 5. 
The bolt ,5 is provided with spaced lon 

gitudinal slots 6 that receive guide pins 7 
' carried by the bottom wall 1 of the lock cas 
ing while the lower edge thereof is provided 
with aplurality of rack teeth 8. A'key shafts 
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9 projects perpendicularly from the bottom" 
wall 1 at a point below the sliding bolt 5 
as shown in Fig. 1 and has a‘disk 10 jour 
naled thereon with a series of teeth 11 

75, 
formed on a portion of the periphery there- ~ 
of, the teeth being in constant engagement 
with the rack teeth 8 ‘formed on the slid 
ing bolt 5. A ratchet wheel 12 is journaled 
on the key pin 9 and ?atly engages the 
disk 10, the ‘peripheral teeth 12‘? of the 
ratchet wheel being engaged'by the spring 
13 anchored as at 14 upon the bottom wall 
1 of the lock casing to prevent retrograde 
movement thereof. To retain the disk 10 
and ratchet wheel 12 properly positioned 
upon the key pin 9, angle clips 15 secured 
to thebottom'wall of the casing carry ex 
tensions that overlie the ratchet wheel 12 
as clearly illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. 
The key associated with thelock embodies 

a shank 16 having a socket 17 in the outer 
end thereof and carries a lateral lug 18 with 
an extension pin 19 as shown in Figs. 2 and 
3. The key 16 is inserted through the key 
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hole 41 as shown in Figs-2 and 3 and the , 
extension pin 19, carried by the lug is shifted 
to a position to be received in the opening 
20~provided in the ratchet wheel 12. Rota 
tion of the key 16 and the ratchet wheel 12 
will be independent of the bolt operating, 
disk 10‘ and ‘will in no manner effect the 
operation of the sliding bolt 5. When the 
key 16 has reached a certain, point in" the 
rotation thereof, axial pressure thereon will 
cause the extension pin 19 topass completely 

. through the opening 20‘ in the ratchet wheel 
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12 and enter the opening 21 in the disk 10, 
continued rotation of the key rotating the 
disk 10‘and retracting the boltf5 as will be 
obvious from an inspection of Figs. 1 and 
3, the bolt being retracted against the ten 
sion of the spring 22 suitably anchored in 
thelock casing. ’ 
The pin 19 may be of different form as 

shown at 191 in Fig. 5 and the opening 21 
; in the disk 10 should be of similar eonligu-' 
ration. 

. From the above detailed description of the 
device, it is believed that the construction‘ 
and operation thereof Will at once be ap 
parent, it being noted that the key 16 may 
be inserted in the lock and rotated to posi 
tion the extension pin 19 in the opening20 
of the ratchet disk 12, thereby rotating the 
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ratchet wheel and permitting the disk 10 to 
remain stationary, until such time, as the 
extension pin is forced into the opening 21 
in the'disk as illustrated in Fig. The 
spring 13 prevents a retrograde movement 
of the ratchet‘ Wheel 12, and unless one is 
familiar with the lock structure, operation 
thereof is extremely difficult. 
While there is herein shown and described 

the’ preferred embodiment'of the present in-V 
vention, it its-nevertheless to be understood 
that minor changes may be made therein 

without ‘departing from the spirit and scope 
of the invention as claimed. ' 
What is claimed as new is :— 
1. In a look, a casing, a tensioned sliding 

bolt therein, rack teeth formed upon the 
lower edge of the bolt, a disk journaled' in 
the casing, teeth formed on a portion of the 
disk periphery engaging the rack teeth on 
the bolt, means for normally preventing op 
eration of said disk, said means including a 
ratchet wheel, and means. for actuating said 
ratchet Wheel for permitting operation of 
said disk. 

2. In a lock, a casing, a tensioned sliding 
bolt therein, rack teeth formed upon the 
lower edge of the belt, a disk journaled in 
the casing, teeth formed on a portion of the 
disk periphery. engaging the rack teeth on 
the bolt, means for rotating the disk, said 
means including a ratchet Wheel, said ratchet 
wheel and disk having concentric openings 
therein, and a key adapted to enter the open 
ing in the ratchet wheel and rotatethe same 
to aline the two openings in the ratchet 
wheel and disk with the key entering the 

- last named opening for rotating the disk 
and operating the bolt. I 
In testimony whereof I a?ix my signature. 

eroiiconmo GIRALICO. - 
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